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m the largest part of works,de-
voted to tbe afterglow plasma (AP),
it is supposed that electrons bave
a maxwell energy distribution (ED)
witb a temperature To, which falls
rapidly witb time» That's why when
T

e$°«5 *V this assumption of nece-
ssity leads to conclusion that the
levels are populated by recombinati-
on* In fact, tbe distribution func-
tions in tbe AP in tbe energy range
£»!_ bave a complex nonmonotonic

fora* These features of the distri-

bution can be explained by tbe occur-

rence in tbe afterglow of fast elec-

trons due to a number of reactions

in «bicb excited states participate

A**- A*-L2ív 1 P) (1)

Because of this, the nuaber of elec-

trons In thet» T# energy range is

aaay orders of magnitude greater

than given by tbe Maxwell SD for

tbe temperature of the aain group

of electrons T#f while the decrease

la tbe number of fast electrons oc-

curs coaparatively slowly* That can

load to the considerable role of

stepwlse exoitatioa (SB) even for

low T#* In particular the works [1,2}

show this possibility in the AF of

a helium* In this paper formulas for

calculation of SB in tbe AP by fast

electrons and also criterlons of re-

lative role of SB and recombination

in the population of excited states

were obtained.

Since usually the density of meta-

stable 1^ more than tbe density of

electron H0 and ftM~ 5 e , so further

for shart we'll take into account

only reaction (1)* The ED was found

on tbe basis of works[3,4] , where

is shown that the fora of tbe distri-

bution depends on tbe value of the

relaxation parameter

K = fV« +&*A.)tAi (3)
and of the diffusion parameter

Here,Ve is the electron-eleotroa

collision frequency, Уд. is the fre-
quency of elastic collision with
atoms »T/i andtj^ are the free and
aabipolar diffusion time • Ы& and
jjt are average values witb respect
to tbe radius* As a result» we obta-
in tbe following expressions for nu-
mber of SB from level a to level a

1 ) fc»l.P arbitrary.

, (6)
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•her* I HI r / W Л'т.
for k « l and P?.l W m la the sum of
two terme: the first has the f o n
(5) with Ij^ ;S,K£« -Д«./ТЯЛ , and the
second-the fore (6) within,-Vt/£M
We can notet that usually the sec-
ond term la lesser than the first*
From obtained expressions it fol-
lows that for к » 1 and arbitrary
P, and also for k « l and P< 1 the
value of Шяп in the process of re-
laxation is deterained by behavior
of l^(t) and decreases with decrea-
sing l^(t). If k « 1 and P>_l,then
w is determined by the value
Г>т. A~,i. ~ ̂ /"£ii«.» *bich depending on
conditions (l^t'etle) сел increase
or decrease*
2. The population of excited states
in the IP takes place also by colli-
sion-radiation recombination (CHR)
and dissociative recombination (SB)*
using for CBS coefficient the for»
mules from 5 .for number of the
recombination population (BP) of
the given level n we'll obtain
(caT's"1)

Л ) (7)'

where T e- la eV,li*-in см"'.
The functions %n and E« »•*• defin-
ed la [5] .am -the relation of the
statistic weight of the given le-
vel to the sua of statistic weights
of atlebbouring united levels*
impressing the concentration of mo-
lecular lone from the balance equa-
tion . for the number of the BP of
the level a by DR we'll obtain

where Cj- the conversion velocity.
,y -the output of molecular ions in
the reaction (1),£Ць,. —the relation
of the flux of OB on the given level
to the total flux of DR.

Let us analyze the role of SB and
BP in the concrete conditions, when
CBB determines BP of the levels,the
criterions of relative role of SB
and CBB we can obtain comparing (5\
(6) with (7). We have done calculati-
ons for the conditions of the work 2
where the behaviour of the levels
3^S, 3?P, 3^D in the afterglow of a
helium plasma at a pressure of 1

1 1 5

'ьЛе «• И fim А>'»п

Torr, N e в(2*0.5)*10
11ст"5,1^=(в^).

•10 cm"' have been investigated.lt
was found, teat for 2*e 0.1 eV the
population of the considering levels
takes place by SB, in accordance
with [2]. It is interesting to find
out conditions of the dominating
influence of SE in the population of
excited levels in the case, when БВ
determines their BP. As we know,the
recombination coefficient for DR id
on several order of magnitude great-
er the recombination coefficient for
CBB. Since Wjmj^ i,„ Ц, 1 i,* Is »ore
simple to realize such conditions
for С^АХЛг < t.'it,i.n.,Z whenWUn<
< J/imA'nt . As usually in this case
k < l , so we see from (5,6),that W ^
is maximum for P?l« For the checking
up of these conclusions, experiments
were carried out in the afterglow of
a xenon plasma at a pressure of 0.2
Torr and pulse current of 5 uA. From
the analyses of time behavior of the
intensity of the line \ =4624A,emit-
ted from one of the levels of the sys-
tem 5jr7p,the conclusion was done about
the main role of SB in the population
of the investigated state.
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Лш appeara íroa the аЪот« in the
АР there may be eaa**y when tbe flux
oa tb» excited statea la directed ч>
1*»« the l«y«l diatrlbutloa of tb«
atoaa baa tba font, «faleb la obarao-
taxiatle for tba plaaam with loalsad
tmcqulllbriua*

Th» rvaulta obtained «bow that
atepwlaa excitation playa an laspei>-
taat role la the afterglow of laert
gaeea plaaaa.
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